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‘Hyperboloid’ by    Danny Thorne   (1997) 2



‘Bus Reflections’ by    Richard Estes   (1974) 3



‘Christ of Saint John
of the Cross’

by  

Salvador Dali  

(1951)
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‘Composition VIII’   by  Vassily Kandinsky   (1923) 5



‘Piazza di San Marco Looking Southeast’   by  Canaletto   (1735-40) 6



‘The Annunciation’

by

Carlo Crivelli

(1486)
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Convergence to a vanishing point (at infinity)
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‘Pompeian

Proscenium’

(3rd Century AD)
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‘Nubian Chiefs Bringing Presents to the Pharaoh’  (1380 BC, Thebes) 11



Distance indicated by overlapping repetition with no size diminution 12



Distance indicated by overlapping repetition with no size diminution 13



‘Palette of King Narmer’ (~3000 BC, Hierakonopolis)
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Cave Painting in Vallon Pont D’Arc,  France   (~30,000 years ago)
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Perspective

Theory
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0. How many forms of correct pictorial perspective are there?
1. What do straight lines project to in the picture plane?
2. What is the projection for a set of parallel lines?

3. How do multiple sets of parallel lines project within a single plane in
space (such as the ground plane)?

4. How many vanishing points are there in a scene?
5. What is the angle at the eye for two vanishing points from lines at a

given angle ⍬?

6. How are planar figures in space foreshortened?
7. How do circles in the scene project to the picture plane?

8. Where should the viewer stand to see a picture in proper perspective?
9. Does the viewer need to be fixating on the vanishing point for the

perspective to be correct?

Perspective Quiz
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0. How many forms of correct pictorial perspective are there?

One: the perspective projection to a picture plane.

(Or, in general,  to the surface of projection, such as in a VR headset.)

Perspective Quiz
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‘Brook Taylor’

by

?Louis Goupy
(1720, NPGL)

[Artist, geometer, and 
inventor of the Taylor 
Series expansion that 
dominates theoretical 

physics.]
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There is debate in the art analysis literature about there being two forms 
of perspective: “natural” and “artificial” perspective.

“Natural” perspective is considered to be the perspective of projection to 
the light-sensitive surface inside the eye. 

“Artificial” perspective is considered to be the projection to a picture 
plane.

“Natural” and “Artificial” Perspective

22



Leonardo’s diagram and White’s (1957) interpretation of 
columns in ‘distorted’ linear perspective and

‘curved’in natural perspective

“Simple  [natural]  perspective is that which is constructed on a surface 
equally distant from the eye in every part – complex [artificial]  perspective 
is that which is constructed on a surface in which none of the parts are 
equally distant from the eye.”

Leonardo da Vinci  (~1510) 23



There is debate in the art analysis literature about there being two forms 
of perspective: “natural” and “artificial” perspective.

“Natural” perspective is considered to be the perspective of projection to 
the light-sensitive surface inside the eye. 

“Artificial” perspective is considered to be the projection to a picture 
plane.

But Brook Taylor’s diagram shows that it is entirely irrelevant what goes 
on inside the eye, or the further processing by the brain. If the image on 
the picture plane matches the projection of the world to the eye, it is in 
fully correct perspective.

“Natural” and “Artificial” Perspective
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Artificial Natural 
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There is debate in the art analysis literature about there being two forms 
of perspective: “natural” and “artificial” perspective.

“Natural” perspective is considered to be the perspective of projection to 
the light-sensitive surface inside the eye. 

“Artificial” perspective is considered to be the projection to a picture 
plane.

But Brook Taylor’s diagram shows that it is entirely irrelevant what goes 
on inside the eye, or the further processing by the brain. If the image on 
the picture plane matches the projection of the world to the eye, it is in 
fully correct perspective.

Thus, “natural” perspective is an abstract construct of no relevance to 
painters (or video game developers).

The only form of perspective amenable to geometric analysis is the so-
called “artificial” form.

“Natural” and “Artificial” Perspective
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0. There is only one geometry of perspective projection onto a fixed  picture plane.

The Rules of Perspective
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0. Singular specificity

The Rules of Perspective
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1. All straight lines in space project to straight lines (or points, in
the limit) in the picture plane.
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

The Rules of Perspective
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2. The projection of any straight line terminates in a vanishing point
in the picture plane (except for lines parallel to the picture plane).
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One-point Perspective (defined for scenes 
with three orthogonal sets of planes)
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‘St Peter Healing the Cripple and the Raising of Tabitha from the Dead’
by   Masolino da Panicale (1425, Brancacci Chapel, Florence)
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The earliest known 
diagram of the vanishing-

point construction

by 

Piero della Francesca
(1475)

[The key feature is the 
projection to the diagonal]
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

The Rules of Perspective
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0. There is only one geometry of perspective projection onto a fixed  picture 
plane.

1. All straight lines in space project to straight lines (or points, in the limit) in the
picture plane.

2. All sets of parallel lines in space project either to parallel lines in the picture
plane or to lines intersecting at a single vanishing point.

3. All lines lying at any angle within a plane have vanishing points that fall along
the horizon line defined by the orientation of that plane.

The Rules of Perspective
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3.  All sets of parallels lying within a specified plane in space converge 
to vanishing points in the horizon line for that plane. 
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Johan Vredeman de Vries (1604-1605, part II, Figure 3). 39



0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

The Rules of Perspective
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CP

4. The number of vanishing points in the scene = m – p, where m is
the number of different angles of lines in the scene, and p is the
number of different sets of lines parallel to the picture plane.

3-point perspective for 3 orthogonal sets of 
parallels, none parallel to the picture plane 

1-point perspective depicted 
in 2-point perspective
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‘Ascending and 
Descending’

by 

M.C. Escher 
(1960)
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

The Rules of Perspective
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5.  The viewer’s angle to any pair of vanishing points is the same as 
the angle between the generating parallels in space, regardless of 
their angle of projection in the picture. 

90º

90º
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

5. Angular isomorphism

The Rules of Perspective
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6.  Any planar figure in space is foreshortened in the direction of its 
slant from the observer (up to a 45º viewing angle). 

45º
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‘The Dead Christ’   by   Mantegna  (~1480) 48
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

5. Angular isomorphism

6. Planar foreshortening

The Rules of Perspective
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7.  Circles in the scene, if foreshortened, project to ellipses in the 
picture plane.  But with the center shifted from that of the ellipse, 
and rotated for the general case of non=symmetric projection.
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‘The Holy Family with St. Anne 
and St. Joachim’

by

Holbein
(1518-19)

53
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

5. Angular isomorphism

6. Planar foreshortening

7. Elliptical projection theorem

The Rules of Perspective
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9.  For correct projection of its perspective, a picture should be 
viewed from its center of projection in space. 
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0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

5. Angular isomorphism

6. Planar foreshortening

7. Elliptical projection theorem

8. Center of projection specificity

The Rules of Perspective
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‘Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a Reclining Woman’  
by  Durer   (~1500) 58



8.  When the eye is at the center of projection, the perspective 
geometry in the picture plane is independent of where in the plane 
the eye is looking. 
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‘The School of Athens’ by    Raphael   (1510) 60



0. Singular specificity

1. Projective isomorphism

2. Convergence of parallels

3. Planar collinearity

4. Vanishing point enumeration: n = m – p

5. Angular isomorphism

6. Planar foreshortening

7. Elliptical projection theorem

8. Center of projection specificity

9. Rotational constancy

The Rules of Perspective
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Perspective

As Symbolic Form
(Panofsky, 1924)
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Chinese  Orthographic 

Perspective
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‘Playing chess by the double screens’  by  Zhou Wenju
(Five Dynasties, ~ 950 AD) 64



‘Han XiZai Gives a Banquet’ (sector of extended scroll)
Gu HongZhong   (Five Dynasties, ~ 950 AD)
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‘Han XiZai Gives a Banquet’ (retouched sector of extended scroll)
Gu HongZhong (Five Dynasties, ~ 950 AD) 66



‘A Ladies Concert’ Yuan Dynasty  (1271-1368) 67



Medieval  Intuitive 

Perspective

68



‘The Explusion 
of Joachim 

from the Temple’

by 
Giotto
(1305)
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The Last Supper    by    Duccio  (1340)
70



‘The Presentation
of the Virgin’

by 

di Bartolo
(1400)

71



Local One-Point 
Perspective

(The Zero-Point Construction)
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‘The Annunciation’

by 

Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti

(1344)
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The Zero-Point Perspective Construction
(straight-line diminution with distance)
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Vanishing-point 
mismatch from 
the zero-point 
contstruction
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‘The Birth of John the Baptist’   attr.  Hubert Van Eyck  (1422/1450)
83



Portrait of 
Masolino di Panicale  

(1383-1440)

from 
Vasari’s ‘Lives of the 

Artists’ (1569)
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‘The Foundation

of the Church of 

Santa Maria Maggiore’

by

Masolino da Panicale

(1423)
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Early 
example 

of ‘people 
perspective’
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88

3D  
convergence 

to a single 
vanishing 

point



‘The Crucifixion’ by   Masaccio  (1424)

Conversely, 
Masaccio shows 

no interest in 
perspective at this 

date
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Who Discovered Perspective?

Brunelleschi, 1415 (?, no surviving paintings,
probably optical projection)

Masolino da Panicale (1423)
Masaccio (later: 1425-8)
Alberti (1435; unclear description)

Donatello (inaccurate until 1439)
Uccello (generally inaccurate)
Mantegna (later: 1460s)

Leonardo (much later: 1470s)
Dürer (very much later: 1500s)
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‘St Peter Healing the Cripple and the Raising of Tabitha from the Dead’
by   Masolino da Panicale    (1425)
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92… with a hole in the plaster at the precise vanishing point



Panels from the St 
Catherine Chapel

(San Clemente, Rome)

by 

Masolino
(1430)

Showing dramatic use of 
perspective after 

Masaccio’s death.  Note 
the complex oblique 

perspective of the
hexagonal plinth, one of 

the finest perspective 
constructions of the 
entire Renaissance.
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Birth of the Flattened 
Perspective of Cubism

(Early 20th Century)
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‘The Viaduct of 
L'Estaque’ 

by

Georges Braque
(1908)
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Synthetic Cubism

‘Fruit Dish and 
Glass Sorgues’ 

by 

Georges Braque
(1912)
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Synthetic Cubism

‘Bowl of Fruit, 
Violin and Bottle’ 

by 

Pablo Picasso  
(1914)
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‘Composition VIII’   by  Vassily Kandinsky   (1923) 98



‘Pink Nude’  by  Matisse (1936) 99



The Logic of 
Depth Cue Combination

100
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Tyler (1983)

The integration of multiple depth 
cues into perceived depth

PERCEIVED

DEPTH

Tyler (1983) 102



Depth Cues
1. Binocular disparity
2. Vergence angle
3. Motion parallax
4. Linear Perspective
5. Aerial perspective
6. Accommodation
7. Occlusion
8. Texture gradient
9. Shading
10. Defocus blur
11. Elevation
12. Familiar size

k = 12
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The stereo cue to perceived depth

Metric: quantitatively 
scaled with distance

Rescalable: disparity 
scales with the 
inverse square of 
distance but does not 
provide absolute 
distance information
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(Chen, Chen & Tyler, 2016)



(Chen, Chen & Tyler, 2016)
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Gain-Control Disparity Energy Model  
(P-Y Chen, C-C Chen & Tyler, 2021)
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The Time Course of 

(Bayesian) Depth Cue 

Rescaling
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Stimulus Depth Modalities

Stereo

Texture Shading

Stereo

Texture Shading

Stimulus Depth Modalities

Motion

Texture Shading

Motion

Texture Shading
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Two-parameter matching task on amplitude and rate

Tim
e

Disparity Time Course

Depth Cue
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§ Perceived depth is not just an intellectual concept but a felt 
experience of protrusion toward or away from the viewer

§ Perceived depth is not cue specific but is a unitary experience 
(for any particular feature)

§ Depth dynamics are specific to each depth cue and may take 
several seconds to develop to full strength

§ Since no cue can be presented in isolation, these dynamics 
represent a reweighting process among the monocular and 
stereoscopic depth cues

§ The reweighting is assumed to also be Bayesian, i.e., dependent 
on the reliability of each cue

§ Thus the Bayesian reweighting has a complex dynamic for 
bringing multiple depth cues into a unified depth percept

Conclusions
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The Representation of 

Depth Information 

in the Brain

114



Fig. 1. (A) Time course of delayed match-to-sample task. To obtain a
reward, monkeys had to discriminate the orientation of the sample and
test stimuli and make a go or no-go response depending on whether the
surface orientations of the sample and test stimuli were the same or
different. Duration of stimulus presentation was about 1 s, and that of
delay between sample and test stimulus presentations was about 2 s.
When the test stimulus matched the sample, monkeys had to make a go
response; when the test stimulus did not match the sample, they had to
make a no-go response. FS ! fixation spot. (B) Texture pattern with dot

elements (dot-TP). Surface orientation of backward inclination (270° tilt)
is defined by texture gradient of dot elements. By rotating the figure
counterclockwise around the z axis, the surface orientation varies as right
side nearer (0° tilt), forward (90° tilt), and left side nearer (180° tilt).
Dot-TP had texture spacing cues and texture element size and shape cues
for 3D orientation. Line-TP had perspective cues as well as texture
spacing cues. (C) Schematic indicating the location of CIP. The intrapa-
rietal sulcus (ips), lunate sulcus (lu), and parietooccipital sulcus (po) are
unfolded. CIP is located between areas LIP and V3A.

 

Fig. 2. (A) Responses of a texture gradient–sensitive neuron (22) to dot-TP
(top row), line-TP (middle row), and RDS (bottom row) aligned at the onset
of sample stimulus presentation. Responses to three orientations are shown,
although responses to nine orientations were recorded. Bars below
histograms indicate stimulus presentation duration. Insets above
rasters indicate stimuli presented: dashed lines and arrows in RDS
schematically represent the surface orientation and surface normal

caused by binocular disparity, respectively. Numbers at the top left of rasters
indicate tilt angle. FP indicates frontoparallel orientation. (B) Scatter plots of
preferred orientations with different types of stimulus (left column) and
distribution histograms of the preferred orienta-tion difference (right
column). Data for dot-TP versus line-TP are shown in the top row, and
those for dot-TP versus RDS are shown in the bottom row. In scatter
plots, each dot represents an individual neuron.

R E P O R T S

11 OCTOBER 2002 VOL 298 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org410

From Tsutsui et al. (2002, Science)

The Neurophysiology of Texture Gradient Processing
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Multimodal Directional Selectivity for Depth Gradient 

Fig. 1. (A) Time course of delayed match-to-sample task. To obtain a
reward, monkeys had to discriminate the orientation of the sample and
test stimuli and make a go or no-go response depending on whether the
surface orientations of the sample and test stimuli were the same or
different. Duration of stimulus presentation was about 1 s, and that of
delay between sample and test stimulus presentations was about 2 s.
When the test stimulus matched the sample, monkeys had to make a go
response; when the test stimulus did not match the sample, they had to
make a no-go response. FS ! fixation spot. (B) Texture pattern with dot

elements (dot-TP). Surface orientation of backward inclination (270° tilt)
is defined by texture gradient of dot elements. By rotating the figure
counterclockwise around the z axis, the surface orientation varies as right
side nearer (0° tilt), forward (90° tilt), and left side nearer (180° tilt).
Dot-TP had texture spacing cues and texture element size and shape cues
for 3D orientation. Line-TP had perspective cues as well as texture
spacing cues. (C) Schematic indicating the location of CIP. The intrapa-
rietal sulcus (ips), lunate sulcus (lu), and parietooccipital sulcus (po) are
unfolded. CIP is located between areas LIP and V3A.

 

Fig. 2. (A) Responses of a texture gradient–sensitive neuron (22) to dot-TP
(top row), line-TP (middle row), and RDS (bottom row) aligned at the onset
of sample stimulus presentation. Responses to three orientations are shown,
although responses to nine orientations were recorded. Bars below
histograms indicate stimulus presentation duration. Insets above
rasters indicate stimuli presented: dashed lines and arrows in RDS
schematically represent the surface orientation and surface normal

caused by binocular disparity, respectively. Numbers at the top left of rasters
indicate tilt angle. FP indicates frontoparallel orientation. (B) Scatter plots of
preferred orientations with different types of stimulus (left column) and
distribution histograms of the preferred orienta-tion difference (right
column). Data for dot-TP versus line-TP are shown in the top row, and
those for dot-TP versus RDS are shown in the bottom row. In scatter
plots, each dot represents an individual neuron.

R E P O R T S

11 OCTOBER 2002 VOL 298 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org410

From Tsutsui et al. (2002, Science)
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to determine which ROIs and response types were responsible for

the significant main effects, at a significance level of P < 0.01
with correction for multiple comparisons.

Correction for self-definition

In the procedure of defining ROIs for noisy data, it is widely

understood that the signal in an ROI is likely to be higher for the data
set defining the ROI than for subsequent data sets in which the ROI
is defined by a prior scan. This bias is generally assumed to
invalidate the signal estimation from conditions in which the ROI is

defined. However, it can be shown that the bias is as little as 10% for
typical ROI estimation conditions. We derived this estimate using
Monte Carlo simulation, under the (conservative) assumption that

the response profile has a Gaussian amplitude function, which is
about the shallowest plausible slope from the center of peak
activation in a local cortical activation region. For the simulation,

we set the statistical criterion level for the definition of the simulated
ROI to P < 0.01 for individual voxel activations (equal to the level
we adopt in practice for the ROI definition) and the ROI peak

activation to twice the criterion level, which is the typical strength
observed for scanning durations we employ (¨15 min of combined
scans per condition).

Under these conditions, Monte Carlo simulation shows that

the self-bias, for the activation of an ROI defined in the same
scans as the activation, varies with ROI size from an
overestimation ratio of only 1.2 for an ROI of 50 voxels in

area to a ratio of 1.05 for an ROI of 2000 voxels in area.
These are small deviations in relation to the significant ratios
of activated to non-activated signals, which are factors of 2–5

times for the ROIs reported here. Moreover, it is straightfor-
ward to correct the measured activation in the scans that
define the ROI to the value that would be expected if the
ROI had been defined in separate scans. Such corrections,

based on the individual size of each ROI, were applied to the
activations for the V5 and KO ROIs since both types of
activation were measured in the scans for which the ROI was

defined.

Observers

The same seven observers were scanned in all conditions, five
male and two female ranging in age from 32 to 60. They all had

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, wearing prescription gog-
gles in the scanner in the latter case. All had normal stereopsis
assessed by the criterion of rapid perception of random-dot

Fig. 3. Retinotopic activations for rotating-wedge stimuli (left columns; meridional color map segregating left field, LF, and right field, RF, stimulation) and

expanding-ring stimuli (right columns; concentric color map) for three observers. Activations blurred by a 3 mm volumetric Gaussian kernel for visualization.

Retinotopic area boundaries are defined by consideration of the response phase (inset) jointly for the meridional (rotating wedges) and eccentricity (expanding

rings) maps and colored according to the color bar. The eccentricity scale is logarithmic from 0.375 to 24-. Small differences among observers are expected in

the phase maps due to both differential retino-cortical mapping parameters and different hemodynamic delays.

C.W. Tyler et al. / NeuroImage 30 (2006) 228–238232

Retinotopic Organization of the 
Visual Processing Hierarchy
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Semi-Inflated Brain Showing Tertiary Visual Areas

Occipital
Lobe
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Segmented Stimuli for fMRI Study of Depth Structure Processing



stereoscopic structure stimulus is not significantly lower in the
KO region than its defining localizer and is significantly larger
than in all retinotopic areas except V3B. Note that the largest

retinotopic response to the stereoscopic structure stimulus, in area
V3B, is in general agreement with the finding of Backus et al.
(2001) in the same region (although they included this region

under the V3A designation). In detail, however, the stereoscopic
plane stimulus is the one most similar to their two-plane stimulus,
but it fails to show any significant response in any of the defined

ROIs (third panel of Fig. 4). The data therefore suggest that the
response to disparity per se is weak everywhere in the cortex but
that the response to stereoscopic structure in the form of sharp

disparity edges generates greater activation in V3B than the
earlier retinotopic areas, culminating in the largest response in the
region designated as KO.

Mean activations in retinotopic ROIs are evaluated through

the F test, specifying the probability level (P) and degrees of
freedom (df) for each test. The analysis was conducted at four
levels:

1. a one-way ANOVA for activation in all ROIs in all stimulus
types at both the analysis block-frequency and an anharmonic

submultiple of this frequency to determine the prevailing noise
level;

2. a set of planned comparisons for the signal and noise activations
in each ROI based on the Tukey–Kramer criterion at a

significance level of P < 0.01, for which the significances are
indicated by the asterisks in Fig. 4;

3. a two-way ANOVA for ROI ! stimulus type (given that the

first two tests were significant); and
4. a set of planned comparisons over the ROIs based on the

Tukey–Kramer criterion at a significance level of P < 0.01. All

significant differences among ROI activations are listed in the
final column of Table 3.

The complete statistical analysis of the data set provided in Table
3 shows that there was a significant main effect of both ROI (F10 =

5.09, P < 0.0001) and stimulus type (F5 = 35.83, P < 0.0001),
together with a significant interaction (F50 = 2.12, P < 0.0001).
Planned comparisons with an adjusted significance level of P < 0.01

revealed that activation of the KO region was significantly greater
for the kinetic contour localizer than for all three types of non-

motion contours. This result validates the specificity of a dorsolat-
eral occipital region for kinetic contours and does not support the
contention of Zeki et al. (2003) that this area is equally responsive to

contours of other types. In particular, the border structure of phase-
border stimulus closely resembles the phase boundary in their color
contour stimulus, although ours was achromatic. (We did not test an
exact duplicate of their (colored) stimulus because the goal was to

evaluate the concept of generic contour responsiveness rather than
replication of their particular stimulus design.)

The responses to kinetic strips and to stereoscopic strips were

statistically equivalent, even though the kinetic contour stimulus is
the one for which the KO ROI was defined. (Note that the
activations in areas that they defined were corrected for self-

definition according to the procedure described in Materials and
Methods.) Moreover, none of the primary retinotopic areas or V5
(hMT+) participated significantly in activation to either the
disparity structure or planar disparity stimuli. Table 3 shows that

the only other area with a significant response specificity for
stereoscopic stimulation was retinotopic area V7, in which
stereoscopic contours were preferred over the phase-contour

stimulus. However, the function of V7 is clearly distinct from that
of the KO region because V7 did not show significant activation to
the kinetic contour localizer stimulus. The V7 function is also

clearly distinct from that of both V3A and V3B, neither of which
was significantly activated by either of the stereoscopic stimuli at
the statistical criterion of the overall analysis (although V3B did

show significant activation relative to the estimated noise level on
the individual analysis of Fig. 4).

Table 3

Statistical analysis and post-hoc comparisons among stimulus types A–F

ROI F P df Comparisons

All one-way 5.09 <0.0001 65

Two-way 4.60, 35.83 <0.0001, <0.0001 10, 5

Two-way Int. 2.12 <0.0001 50

KO 13.67 <0.0001 5 A > C–F, B > C, E

V1 4.23 0.005 5 F > C, D

V2d 2.80 0.034 5 ns

V2v 7.23 0.000 5 F > B–D

V3d 5.30 0.001 5 A > B, D

V3v 4.12 0.006 5 ns

V3A 2.98 0.027 5 ns

V3B 5.04 0.002 5 F > C

V4 3.42 0.015 5 ns

V7 4.89 0.002 5 B > F

V5 8.60 <0.0001 5 A > B–F

Fig. 5. Examples of flattened occipital lobes showing retinotopic areas V1–

7 and functional areas KO and V5 (see color bar), together with the

activation pattern for the stereoscopic contour stimulus (stimulus C) above a

coherence level of 0.5. Activations blurred by a 3 mm volumetric Gaussian

kernel for visualization. The color of the activation represents response

phase, where yellow is a phase of 90- (4.5 s delay). Stereo activation is

strong in the KO region (cyan outlines) and scattered in area V3A and V3B

(yellow outlines) with little activation elsewhere in either retinotopic or

lateral occipital cortex. White dashed triangles delineate the specification of

the V4d topolog (Tootell and Hadjikhani, 2001). Calibration marker

represents 1 cm.

C.W. Tyler et al. / NeuroImage 30 (2006) 228–238234

stereograms and of perceiving depth structure with free fusion in
the MRI scanner projection system.

Results

Examples of the definitions of the retinotopic areas and
functional areas KO and V5 (hMT+) are shown for three of the
seven observers in Fig. 3 at a coherence level of 0.3 (see Materials
and Methods). The two left columns depict flattened occipital maps

centered near the occipital pole for the left and right hemispheres,
oriented as if viewed from the rear of the brain, together with the
activation pattern of the rotating wedge stimulus that defines the

projection of the retinal meridians. The two right columns depict the
activation of the expanding rings defining the eccentricity mapping
in the same format. For each retinotopic area, its approximately

radial boundary is defined by the rotating wedge phases (left
columns; meridional map coded from cyan to orange for a 180-map
such as V1, V3A, V4 and V7). The center-to-peripheral extent is
defined by the expanding ring phases (right columns; coded from

deep red at 0.375- in the central foveola by six doublings to blue at
24- in the periphery).

Area V7 (dorsal magenta outlines) is a special case in which

the meridional and eccentricity phases appear to run parallel to
each other. Although it is difficult to interpret this behavior, the
parallel structure seems to be a consistent feature and is taken as

the signature characteristic of V7 (Tyler et al., 2005a). Moreover,

it is clear that the activity extends through the full range of wedge
phases (Fig. 3, left panels), matching the color gamut of V1 in
each hemisphere. This result implies that V7 incorporates the

full hemifield, not just the quadrant proposed by Tootell et al.
(1998a).

Area V3B is designated as retinotopically activated cortex

in the lateral direction from the foveal focus of V3A (orange
spot dorsal to V3d in the right panels of Fig. 3). We find
(Tyler et al., 2005a) that the foveal-peripheral eccentricity phases

typically run inferior–superior in the V3B region, roughly
perpendicular to those for V3A and adjacent regions of interest
(ROIs). Although unexpected, this rotation is the only way to

account for the strong retinotopic activation in this region adjacent
to V3A (assuming that V3A has a single cycle of foveal-peripheral
mapping).

The KO region was defined by the activation to the kinetic

contour localizer stimulus (Fig. 2A) in lateral cortex lying between
areas V3B and V5. The mean Talairach coordinates and their
standard errors (SEM) for this area are specified for the left (L) and

right (R) hemispheres in Table 2. It can be seen that these
coordinates specify a location substantially posterior to V5 in each
hemisphere, which typically has a y coordinate of about !70 mm,

and consequently closer to the midline (i.e., x coordinate values
smaller than the 45 mm typical for V5).

The full data set of activations for the kinetic contour study is
plotted in Fig. 4 for the cortical areas corresponding to those

depicted in Fig. 3 (which were specified in terms of the
activations in the original voxels in the inplane slices of the
fMRI acquisition) to allow qualitative assessment of the results.

In overview, the leftmost panel illustrates the response to the
kinetic contour localizer, which is expected to give largest
response in the KO region defined by this stimulus (although

the response amplitude was corrected for bias in the self-
definition of the ROI as described in Materials and Methods).
However, the third panel shows that the response to the

Table 2

Talairach coordinates for the KO region

Coordinate L R

x y z x y z

Mean !35.3 !80.8 5.0 31.7 !84.7 2.5

SEM 7.1 5.8 5.1 4.1 6.1 5.2

Fig. 4. Mean percent BOLD amplitudes for the seven observers in each inplane ROI for all stimulus conditions combined across hemispheres. Asterisks

indicate significant activation relative to the anharmonic analysis of the same signals (see Materials and Methods). Colors represent ROIs specified in order in

the color key, where d and v indicate dorsal and ventral partitions of the cortical areas, respectively. Other than its localizer (stimulus A), the only significant

response for the KO region (first bar in each panel, in cyan) is for the stereo structure stimulus (C). The other kinds of edge stimuli (D, E) produced little

response in any area (D, E), except for the illusory phase contours (F), which elicited no depth percept but produced an entirely different activation pattern, with

strong responses in areas V2d, V2v and V3d but not in the KO region.
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§ Neurophysiological studies show that the brain has a specific module 
for computing depth

§ It is early in the dorsal visual pathway, which is generally concerned 
with analyzing quantitative spatial properties 

§ Having a perspective processing module is not surprising because is 
a primary property of the visual scenes that we see as we walk around

§ The brain needs a mechanism for combining the visual depth cues 
and jointly calibrating them to the scene geometry

§ This mechanism has different time constants for the scaling of each 
cue, on the order of seconds

Conclusions
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